Acceptance of Liabilit
This agreement is between (print name) _________________ and the representatives of Elements Collective
(Chris Whonsetler). This agreement releases Elements Collective / Whonsetler Photography / all studio partners /
building owner SomeraRoad and all representatives (referred to as Managing Parties from this point forward) from all
liability relating to injuries and/or damages that may occur while working on location at Elements Collective studio
space. By signing this agreement, I agree to hold all Managing Parties entirely free from any liability, including nancial
responsibility for injuries (mental, and physical) and/or damages incurred while on the property. This includes myself,
guests I bring, and any items myself or my guests bring to Elements Collective studio space. I understand that I am
also nancially responsible for any property (including my property, and Managing Parties property) that is damaged
while I am using Elements Collective studio space caused both by myself and my guests. This includes but is not
limited to, the building, photography gear & furniture belonging to members of Elements Collective and the property
my guests and I bring into Elements Collective studio space
I also acknowledge and understand the risks involved in using studio lighting equipment in Elements Collective
studio space. I acknowledge and con rm that I know how to properly use the equipment at the studio and/or the
equipment I bring to the studio and each person I bring to the building are participating voluntarily, and that all risks
and liabilities have been made clear to all. Additionally, both myself and my guests do not have any conditions that will
increase my likelihood of experiencing injuries while engaging in this activity (high sensitivity to strobe lights, heat/cold,
etc)

Studio Terms:
Please check each box signifying that you agree with the terms of renting Elements Collective Studio. Please note that
an unchecked box may lead to your studio rental not bring approved
I have read, understand, and agree to the Acceptance of Liability text above
I con rm that I accept 100% of all damage and injury (both mental and physical) liabilities (and waive 100% of all
liabilities from all Managing Parties) for myself, my gear, my guests and my guests belongings while on the
property
I agree to pay for any item that is broken or damaged as a direct result from my activity (including guest activity) in
the studio
I have proper insurance to assist liability payments if I cannot make them on my own.
I agree to clean all messes caused during my project and leave the studio in similar or better conditions than when
I arrived. This may include sweeping the hardwood oor and vacuuming the carpet
I con rm that my models (if applicable) are all consenting adults, or have a parent or guardian present/signed
model release and all fully understand the nature of my project
I agree to pay in full for my studio time the day of my project or before. I understand that my studio time begins
when I arrive and ends once the studio is clean and I leave
I understand that a representative from Elements Collective will be present through my entire studio rental
duration.
By signing below I forfeit all right to bring a suit against all Managing Parties for any reason and signify that I
understand this document fully. In return, I will receive the permission to use Elements Collective studio space. I will
also make every effort to obey safety precautions as listed in writing and as explained to me verbally. I will ask for
clari cation when needed.
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Printed:
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Elements Collective Representative

Renting Party Representative

